The band was born from an idea of Yuri Ciampi (guitar), Sacha Ciampi (drums) and
Andy Madonia (bass), later joined by Luis McFadden (vocals ex Motus Tenebrae) and
Marko Giampaolini (guitar ex Motus Tenebrae). The synergy between the five
musicians coming from different musical styles and experiences, allows to blend
typically rock and metal sounds, shape a unique gothic style, which leads the band t
o the first self produced work in 2009 entitled "Soul Divided". The composition and
arrangements are a mix of melodies, gothic romantic atmospheres, heavy riffs and
great vocal lines. In a context where sound power blends with emotional depth;
characteris tics that capture the attention of fans of the genre, who welcome "Soul
Divided" with a positive response, both in Italy and abroad. After numerous live
shows, in 2012 the band enters the studio for the writing of the second album
entitled "The Dark Days" Days", recorded at the ACME recording studio together
with the producer Davide Rosati and mastered in Sweden at the famous Fascination
Street Studio by Jens Bogren (Moonspell, Opeth, Katatonia, Paradise Lost). "The
Dark Days", released by Wormhole Death / Dreamcell in December 2013, is a much
more accurate work as regards melodies and arrangements, without neglecting the
romantic atmospheres that distinguish the style of the band. The appreciations do
not take too long this time too, excellent reviews and crit icisms ensure that the
band carves out a respectable place within the national music circuit. Two videos
"Ordinary Way" (2013) "Frozen" (2014) are extracted from the disc. Unfortunately,
radical changes in private life led Marko Giampaolini and Luis McFad den to leave
the band. Later join the band M4RT3 (Vocals) with his powerful and melodic voice
and Robby DePaul (Guitars), guitarist with many different musical influences. The
new members bring the band to new ideas and inspirations, which they decide to
integrate into the new album to improve the sound even more, this brings the
rearrangement of all songs ready for recording. At the same time the band performs
in numerous lives, among the most important we remember the opening to Zachary
Stevens (Savata ge, Trans Siberian Orchestra, Circle II Circle) and subsequently to
Cadaveria. Currently the band is active and has finished recording their third album.

